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Abstract. Transcoding is an important technique for reducing the bit rate or 
spatial resolution to meet the constrained transmission bandwidths and terminal 
capabilities. In this paper, we propose a spatial downscaling transcoding 
method to convert an MPEG-2 bitstream into an H.264/AVC bitstream. A novel 
feature of the proposed method is to focus on the fast mode decision that fully 
exploits the advantages of variable block-size motion compensation feature in 
H.264/AVC. In the transcoder, types and motion vectors of pre-encoded 
macroblocks are considered together to decide the new encoding block type. 
While maintaining a reasonable image quality, the proposed method 
significantly reduces the computational complexity and facilitates the video 
servers to provide multimedia service in real time for heterogeneous clients. 
Experimental results show that our method is very effective. 

1   Introduction 

Over the past several years, the Internet has witnessed a tremendous growth in the use 
of video streaming. As the number of terminal devices and multimedia compress 
formats increase, interoperability between different systems and different networks 
becomes more and more important.  Therefore, devices such as gateways, multipoint 
control units, and servers must be developed to provide a seamless interaction 
between content creation and consumption [1]. Transcoding is an important 
technology for solving this problem. Specially, during the transcoding the feature of 
spatial resolution reduction should be included to adapt for the various terminal 
devices. 

 H.264/AVC is the up-to-date video compression standard, which employs variable 
block-size motion compensation for inter coding and directional spatial prediction for 
intra coding to achieve high coding efficiency [2]. But currently most multimedia 
resources are based on MPEG-2, so a flexible transcoding method from MPEG-2 bit 
stream to H.264/AVC bit stream is highly desirable. 

In the literatures, several transcoding methods have been proposed and most of 
them focus on motion vectors mapping, motion vector refinement and error resilience 
etc. [3-10]. Spatial resolution transcoding is mainly focused on mode decision, motion 
vectors mapping, re-estimation and refinement [3-6]. In [3], the problems associated 
with mapping motion vectors and MB-level data were addressed. Macroblock mode 
decision by reusing the pre-encoded information was discussed in [3] and [4]. The 
primary contribution of the work in [5] and [6] was on motion vector scaling 
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techniques. However they are all designed for fixed-size block-based motion 
estimation. Therefore they are not suitable for the MPEG-2 to H.264/AVC 
transcoding system because of the variable block-size motion estimation feature 
adopted in H.264/AVC.  

In this paper, we propose a new method to convert an MPEG-2 stream into an 
H.264/AVC stream with half the spatial resolution. While enhancing the coding 
efficiency for H.264/AVC compression standard, multiple modes decision and motion 
estimation consume most encoding time. So reducing the complexity of mode 
decision and motion estimation is one key technique for transcoding. Our proposed 
method is such a solution to simplify this procedure. Compared with the methods 
listed above, in our method, the feature of variable block-size motion estimation is 
fully exploited to obtain an adaptive transcoding method suitable for the H.264/AVC 
standard. We consider all the modes supported by H.264/AVC such as Inter16x16, 
16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8, 4x4. While re-encoding a frame, we mainly focus on how 
to get the proper encoding mode fast by reusing the MB-level data extracted from the 
MPEG-2 bitstream. And then get new adaptive motion vectors for the new 
macroblock of the downscaled sequence. Furthermore, we could do a motion vector 
refinement to obtain a better result. Additionally, motion estimation based on block 
sizes smaller than 8x8 is enabled in the H.264/AVC standard and it can make 
identifiable coding gain at high bit rates [13]. We will apply it on some areas with 
complex motion to further improve the performance. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will propose our 
transcoding architecture. Then we will describe our algorithm in detail in Section 3. In 
this section, mode decision and motion vector re-estimation will be discussed. Finally, 
experiment results are presented in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2   Transcoding Architecture 

Two major transcoding architectures are popular: the cascaded pixel domain 
transcoder (CPDT) [10] and the DCT domain transcoder (DDT) [11]. CPDT is such a 
straightforward  way  which  decodes  the  video  bit  stream and fully  re-encodes  the 

Fig. 1. CPDT transcoder architecture with spatial resolution reduction 

reconstructed images at the new rate. As its decoder-loop and encoder-loop can be 
totally independent, CPDT is flexible and drift-free. DDT directly processes the DCT 
coefficients and it is difficult to handle spatial resolution changes without causing 
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considerable drift. So for MPEG-2 to H.264/AVC transcoding, as the different 
transform methods used in two standards, we would prefer to CPDT architecture. As 
shown in Fig.1, it is flexible for the architecture to reuse the pre-encoded information 
in the H.264/AVC encoder. And we could mainly focus on the mode decision 
algorithm independently. 

In our transcoding scheme, we mainly focus on how to simplify the process of 
mode selection, so as to reduce the computational complexity in the re-encoding 
greatly and make the real-time transcoding into reality.  

Consider a downscale-by-two spatial reduction. As shown in Fig.2, four original 
macroblocks generate one output macroblock. Each of the original macroblocks and 
its reference blocks are downscaled to an individual block (8x8) and the 
corresponding motion vectors are related to each 8x8 block. 

Fig. 2. downscaled motion vector by two 

A straightforward approach is to average the four motion vectors available and 
employ inter_16x16 mode for encoding. This can be well used in transcoding for the 
old compression standards. It would not introduce any problem if all the four motion 
vectors of the four original macroblocks are equal. However, when the four motion 
vectors are not well aligned, such a scheme will yield a poor result. To improve the 
algorithm, AMVR architecture [5] and AME method [6] are proposed to obtain an 
adaptive motion vector for the new 16x16 macroblock. But all these methods are not 
well suitable for the H.264/AVC transcoding because of the variable block-size 
motion estimation and compensation. To address this problem, we propose a new 
hybrid algorithm for downscaled transcoding from MPEG-2 to H.264/AVC.  

In this hybrid system, firstly, we fully decode the MPEG-2 bitstream and record 
the coding type, motion vectors and residuals of every pre-encoded macroblock. After 
downscaling by factor 2, four pre-encoded macroblocks turn into four 8x8 blocks and 
each 8x8 block has a motion vector. Based on the four 8x8 blocks, we perform merge 
or split operation and fully make use of the feature of multiple modes in motion 
estimation in the H.264/AVC standard. Inter_16x16, inter16x8, inter8x16 and 
inter8x8 are used in this hybrid architecture. Furthermore, if the inter_8x8 is selected, 
all the sub-block modes such as 8x4, 4x8 and 4x4, are considered. The explicit 
algorithm will be introduced in the next section. Fig.3 shows the architecture of this 
hybrid transcoding.  
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Fig.  3. Transcoding architecture with mode decision and MV mapping 

3   Proposed Algorithm 

We mainly focus on I and P frames. (B frames can be processed as P frames 
similarly) In MPEG-2 to H.264/AVC transcoding, after down sampling, every four 
pre-encoded 16x16 macroblocks are downscaled to four new 8x8 blocks in one 
macroblock. As shown in Fig.2, four 8x8 blocks have four motion vectors (for intra 
macroblocks, we set the motion vectors equal to 0 temporarily). If one or more pre-
encoded macroblocks of the four, but not all the four, are intra coded, we will select a 
motion vector for the intra from the other inter macroblocks in these four by: 

arg min ( )i
i

t SAD mv= i=a, b, c, d 

intra tmv mv=             (1) 

where SAD(mvi) means the sum of absolute differences of  the intra macroblock by 
using motion vector mvi. And we set the mvintra as the motion vector of the intra 
macroblock. 
The re-encoding technique is described as following: 

1. For I frame: After fully decoded from MPEG-2 bit stream and downsampled, the 
frame is fully re-encoded as intra frame in H.264/AVC formant. 

2. For P frame: After fully decoding and downsampling, we use the info extracted 
from the MPEG-2 bit stream to decide the re-encoding mode. Then do the motion 
vector mapping and refinement to obtain the adaptive motion vector. 

In the following two sub-section, we will mainly discuss how to re-encode an inter 
frame. 

3.1   Blocks Merge or Partition Procedure  

As H.264/AVC supports variable block-size motion estimation, it will allow us to use 
the original information to select the best encoding mode for the current macroblock 
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in transcoding. We could merge some 8x8 blocks into larger ones or separate them 
into smaller ones. Fig.4 illustrates the flow: 

Fig. 4. Merge and partition  

As known, although small block-size motion compensation, such as inter_8x4, 
inter_4x8, inter_4x4, can produce less residuals, but it consumes more bits for motion 
vectors. And sometimes it does not represent the real motion. On the other hand, big 
block motion estimation produce more residuals with less bits on motion vector. 
Generally speaking, for a larger homogeneous area, large block-size may give better 
overall performance. And for an area with detailed textures or edges, small blocks 
may be more suitable [12]. In our transcoding scheme, with little computational 
complexity increasing, all of the modes should be included to make a better 
performance. After down-sampling, if the motion vectors of the neighbor 8x8 blocks 
are similar, the blocks are predicted in the same direction and we could merge them 
into a larger one to save bits for motion vectors. While no merge procedure happens, 
it shows that the motion vectors of four 8x8 blocks are not well aligned. And if these 
four blocks have more details, small block-size prediction should be done to reduce 
the bits for residuals. Such is a merge or partition procedure in re-encoding the frame. 
The merge and partition are two parallel modules and they do not increase the 
computational complexity much. 
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One merging procedure is listed in [12], and our merge constraint is as follows: 

D(Va, Vb )=| x1� x2 | + | y1� y2 |   <=  TH          (2) 

where Va  and Vb are two motion vectors representing Va (x1, y1), Vb(x2, y2), and 
function D is designed to represent the difference between the motion vectors. TH is a 
threshold which is selected equal to 2 in our experiments. And the TH can also be 
dynamically adjusted as explained in [12]. When the difference between the motion 
vectors of two neighboring 8x8 blocks a and b are not larger than TH, blocks a and b 
are merged to a larger one. The merging process can be expressed as follows: 

1. if ( D(Va, Vb)<= TH && D(Vc, Vd)<=TH ) 
   inter_16x8 mode is selected 

2. if ( D(Va, Vc)<= TH && D(Vb, Vd)<=TH )
   inter_8x16 mode is selected

3. if  1 and 2 are both  true
    inter_16x16 mode is selected 

else if 1 and 2 are both false 
  inter_8x8 mode is selected. 

If four 8x8 blocks are merged into a 16x16 block or two 16x8 blocks, the motion 
vector MV16x16 can be obtained by the AMVR [5] or the AME [6] method. Other 
scheme such as align-to-best (ABW) and align-to-worst (AWW) [5] can also be used 
to produce the motion vector MV16x16. Here we would choose ABW method to do the 
mv mapping.  

If inter_8x8 mode is selected, we will partition the 8x8 block into small ones in 
some conditions. For some macroblock with more detail or not well predicted, the 
motion estimation based on block sizes smaller than 8x8 can achieve a coding gain. 
So we will do this partition for the macroblocks that have large residuals and the 
constraint is  

original
i numbermacroblocktotal

W
A

__
κ≥               (3) 

Here, Ai represents the predictive residuals of the pre-encoded macroblock in the 
MPEG-2 sequence. W is the whole residuals of the first I frame in the same GOP. 
κ is an adaptive coefficient. Through our experiments, it is set to 1/4. Generally, if a 
video contains high motion activity, the difference between two consecutive frames 
will be large [14]. This means the predicted picture have more residuals or details and 
it will consume more bits for coding. To increase the prediction accuracy and reduce 
the residuals, small block-size motion estimation will be used here. So in formula 3, 
the efficient κ has much relation with the motion activity. In Fig.5 [14], it shows the 
relation between the motion activity and actual number of bits required to encode 
each of P-frame in a 200-frame test video segment. Therefore, we could guess the 
κ has a linear relation with the motion activity and we would further validate it in the 
future work. An adapative κ would give a better performance not only in quality but 
also in computational complexity.  
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Fig. 5. The relation between motion activity and the number of bits required to encode each  
P-frame of a test video segment 

Including small block-size inter prediction may not present the real motion, but it 
could prevent residuals expansion especially for those with more details. 

3.2   Encoding Architecture: Mode Decision   

When re-encoding, if the original frame is I frame, it is fully re-encoded as intra 
frame. And for P frame in the original sequence, every downscaled new macroblock 
coding type is processed as follow: 

1. If all four original macroblocks are intra coded, the corresponding new 
macroblock will be coded with intra mode. 

2. If one or more of the four original macroblocks, but not all four, are intra 
coded, we will first select motion vectors for the intra blocks and then do the 
merge and partition operation described in Section 3.1. After get the inter  
mode, the selected inter mode and the intra mode are compared to decide the 
final coding mode for the current macroblock. 

3. If four original macroblocks are all inter coded, we will do the merge and 
partition procedure as described in Section 3.1. Then the coding type is 
selected and the corresponding motion vectors are reused and further 
refined. 

For the inter frames encoding, all the integer-pel motion vectors are obtained directly 
from the MPEG-2 bitstream. The motion vectors are right shifted two bits to the get 
integer-pel motion for H.264/AVC. Furthermore, as H.264/AVC includes quarter-
sample motion compensation, we should do a motion vector refinement by searching 
the surrounding positions in sub-pel accuracy after obtaining the integer-sample 
motion vector.  This will make notable gains in quality and re-using the motion vector 
will reduce the time of motion estimation greatly. 
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4   Experimental Results 

To test our proposed transcoding scheme, experiments are conducted with 
H.264/AVC reference software JM8.2. In our simulation, the input MPEG-2 
bitstreams are of CIF resolution (352 x 288) at 2 Mbps. Each group of pictures (GOP) 
contains 10 frames just including I and P frames (B frames can be processed similarly 
as P frames). The target H.264/AVC bitstream is of QCIF resolution (176x144). We 
use PARIS, NEWS, FOREMAN and MOBILE as our test sequence and the results 
are presented. For each sequence, four transcoders are simulated which are different at 
the re-encoding process.  

Full mode: Encode with all the supported modes in H.264/AVC and do an 
exhaustive search for motion estimation 
Only inter_16x16: Besides the intra and skipped type in H.264/AVC, only 
inter_16x16 mode is selected for encoding the inter frame. Also do an 
exhaustive search for motion estimation. 
Only inter_8x8: Besides the intra and skipped type in H.264/AVC, only 
inter_8x8 mode is selected for encoding the inter frame. Also do an exhaustive 
search for motion estimation. 
Proposed method: Our proposed transcoding architecture. 

In the simulation, the AMVR architecture and the AME method are not simulated. 
This is because they are for fixed-block-size transcoding, and its performance would 
not be better than that of our second simulation method in which only inter_16x16 is 
selected. The four sequences have variable motion activities and we could compare 
the simulation convictively.  

Fig.6 shows the R-D performance of the four sequences. It can be seen from the 
four figures that our proposed method has a steady performance not only at low bit 
rate but also at high bit rate. Our proposed method has almost the same performance 
as the full mode transcoding especially for the News and Mobile sequence. Although 
full mode transcoding obtains the best performance, it has the biggest computational 
complexity. Our proposed method performs not as well as the full mode, but it is 
better than the ones with only inter16x16 and only inter_8x8 applied, although the 
two transcoders do the exhaustive search for the best motion vector.  

So we can conclude that, for some sequences with less motion such as News and 
Paris, the merge procedure will take effect. While maintaining the same image 
quality, lots of bits are saved from motion vectors when re-encoding. On the other 
hand, for some sequences with large motion activity such as Mobile sequence, the 
partition procedure will work and make a more accurate prediction with small block-
size. How to balance the big block-size prediction and small block-size prediction is 
an important factor to affect the coding quality. And it is a further topic we will focus.  

In the meantime, our proposed method has a very low computational complexity 
and it is more practical for real-time transcoding. As shown in Fig.7, the relative 
computational complexity of our proposed transcoding method is about 21.4% of the 
full-mode ME re-encoding method. To further reducing the re-encoding time, we will 
focus on the transcoding technologies in frequency domain with close loop 
architecture. There are some difficulties because of the variable block-size motion 
compensation with small block sizes and we will do it in the future research work. 
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The following figures are the experiment results: 
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Fig. 6. RD curves of different transcoding methods 
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5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to convert an MPEG-2 bitstream 
into an H.264/AVC bitstream with only half spatial resolution of the original. Unlike 
the traditional methods, we make a good use of the new feature of H.264/AVC, 
variable block-size motion compensation with small block sizes. Our proposed 
method combines the MPEG-2 decoder and H.264/AVC encoder closely in the 
downscaled transcoding. While maintaining the reasonable image quality, we reduce 
the computational complexity greatly. This method, combined with temporal 
resolution reduction methods, will produce a more applicable future in the mobile 
multimedia access. To perfect our method, a further research will focus on adaptive 
κ  coefficient and DCT-domain transcoding in H.264/AVC. 
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